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INTRODUCTION
Pursuant to the Notice of Hearing dated April 28,2004 and issued by the Registrar of Mortgage
Brokers of the Province of British Columbia (the "Registrar'? a hearing took place before the
Registrar for the purposes of addressing seven alleged offences pursuant to the Mortgage
Brokers Act (the "Act") between August 1, 2001 and March 11, 2003 by Dan Vanh Nguyen
("Mr. Nguyen") and Express Mortgages Ltd. ("Express Mortgages"). The Notice of Hearing
also provided notice that the Registrar may also consider any additional matters as may appear
relevant at the hearing.
The Registrar made an interim finding of fault against Mr. Nguyen and Express Mortgages on
August 30, 2004 on all of the said allegations and rendered a decision on penalty on December
13,2004. This is an appeal (the "Appeal") of the decision of the Registrar regarding penalty as
well as an appeal with respect to limited portions of the Registrar's finding of fault with respect
to the seven allegations against Mr. Nguyen and Express Mortgages.
By virtue of letter dated January 17, 2005 from the Chairperson of the F i c i a l Services
Tribunal (the "FST") I was appointed the Member of the FST responsible to hear the Appeal.
Due to the volume of materials that emerged from the 10 day hearing before the Registrar as well
as the relative complexity of this matter, which involves addressing seven allegations of breaches
of the Act as well as determinations with respect to the legislative requirements of the Act and
any other orders as may be necessary in the circumstances, it was determined that written
submissions by legal counsel may not adequately enable the parties to present their positions to
the FST. Therefore, two oral hearings were allowed together with the filing of written
submissions. The fvst oral hearing took place on February 2, 2005 by way of telephone
conference call involving legal counsel for Mr. Nguyen, Express Mortgages, the Ministry of the
Attorney General and Senior Administrators of the FST. As the FST Member responsible to deal
with the Appeal, I chaired that telephone conference meeting which meeting was called for the
purposes of setting the record for the Appeal (the "Record").

THE RECORD
Following the February 2, 2005 telephone conference meeting I issued a memorandum bearing
that same date setting out the agreement of all parties with respect to the Record. With respect to
the Appeal, the Record would comprise the following:
(a) The Notice of Appeal and the initial Notice of Hearing;
(b) The decision of the Registrar of Mortgage Brokers dated December 13,2004; and

(c) The written Submissions of the Appellant, Mr. Nguyen and Express Mortgages, and the
Respondent, the Ministry of the Attorney General.

Following the circulation of my February 2,2005 memorandum, the senior administrators of the
FST brought to my attention that the Record must also include the decision of the Registrar
issued following the hearing before the Registrar. Thus,, the Record was amended to include
both decisions of the Registrar.

In addition, the memorandum set out the agreement by both counsel and myself that written
submissions would be submitted by certain dates followed by an oral hearing at the offices of the
FST, which Submissions and hearing would address the following issues:

(A) Did the Registrar err in basing his decision on findings with respect to files other than the
19 files particularized in the Notice of Hearing?
(B) Did the Registrar err in failing to acknowledge Mr. Nguyen's admission of fault for all
aspects of the Notice of Hearing other than "actual knowledge" of the false documents

submitted in relation to a number of the mortgages?
(C) Did the Registrar err in placing any reliance on Mr. Nguyen's apparent lack of remorse
when assessing penaltly? and
(D) Did the Registrar err in imposing a penalty that was too harsh or too excessive or unfit in all

of the circumstances?
The second oral hearing of the Appeal took place at the offices of the FST on June 22,2005. Mr.
George Sourisseau represented the Appellants, Mr. Nguyen and Express Mortgages, and Ms.
Karen Horsman represented the Ministry of the Attorney General at the formal hearing of the
Appeal.
ADMITTED MATTERS
At the initial telephone conference hearing held February 2, 2005 and at the formal hearing of
this Appeal, both legal counsel acknowledged certain admitted facts and the acceptance of
certain findings of fault by the Registrar.
Turning to the Notice of Hearing, the following allegations were made against the Appellant's,
Mr. Nguyen and Express Mortgages:
"Between August 1,2001 and March 11,2003 the Appellant's have:
1.

conducted business in a manner prejudicial to the public interest, contrary to section 8(l)(e)
of the Act, by knowingly submitting false documents including employment letters, income
verification letters and bank passbooks to Maple Trust,Bank of Montreal and HSBC Bank
Canada, to facilitate the approval of mortgage applications by client borrowers; and that
such documents were acted upon by the said financial institutions as if they were genuine;

failed to provide Disclosure Statements to their client borrowers as required by section 16 of
the Act and sections l.l(a) and 10 of the Mortgage Brokers Act Regulations B.C.
Reg. 1OO/73 (the "Regulations'7;
failed to provide and retain copies of Conflict of Interest Disclosure Statements to their
client borrowers, with respect to the licensees' interests in Pacific Rainbow Investments
Ltd., as required by sections 17.3 and 17.5 of the Act and sections l.l(e) and 14(1) of the
Regulations;
failed to provide and retain copies of Conflict of Interest Disclosure Statements to lenders
Maple Trust, Bank of Montreal, and HSBC Bank of Canada, with respect to the licensees'
interests in Pacific Rainbow Investments Ltd., as required by section 17.4 and 17.5 of the
Act;
conducted business in a manner that is prejudicial to the public interest, contrary to section
8(l)(e) of the Act, by knowingly arranging second mortgages for their client borrowers
through three companies, namely Pacific Rainbow Investments Ltd., TNL Investments Ltd.
and Christa Vina Investments ltd., which were carrying on business as mortgage brokers
without being registered, as required by section 21(1)(a) of the Act;
carried on business as a mortgage broker at 4170 Fraser St. Vancouver, B.C., which was not
a registered address of Express or Nguyen, contrary to section 21(l)(b) of the Act; and
employed persons as sub-mortgage brokers who were not registered, namely Lisa Tran and
John Nguyen, contrary to section 21(l)(d) of the Act.
And the Registrar may also consider any additional matters as may appear relevant at the
hearing."
The seven allegations listed above and the seven findings of fault in the decision of the Registrar
are admitted in their entirety with the exception only of the fmdiig by the Registrar pursuant to
allegation 1. that the Appellant's "conducted business in a manner prejudicial to the public
interest, contrary to section 8(l)(a) of the Act, by knowingly submitting false documents..."
(emphasis added). The Appellant's dispute this aspect of the Registrar's decision only, namely
that the Appellant's had actual knowledge of the submission of false documents.
There are also a number of admissions with respect to facts. These admissions also relate
directly to the admissions described above with respect to findiigs of fault. In particular, the
Appellant's admit that with respect to 19 mortgage files administered by the Appellant's, false
documents including employment letters, income verification letters and bank passbooks, were
submitted to financial institutions to facilitate the approval of mortgage applications by client
borrowers and that these documents were acted upon by the financial institutions as if they were
genuine. In addition, those findings of fact of the Registrar supporting the six other allegations
of breach of the Act set out in the Notice of Hearing were admitted by the Appellant's.

THE PENALTY APPEAL
Pursuant to the Registrar's decision, the Appellant's received a ten year suspension of
registration eligibility from December 13, 2004 together with a $50,000.00 administrative
penalty and an award of costs against the Appellant's pursuant to Scale 3 of the Supreme Court
Rules. The Appellants appeal the penalty imposed by the Registrar.

FACTS
The Registrar made a number of findings with respect to facts. These are set out in the
Registrar's August 30,2004 decision which concluded with the Registrar finding fault in all of
the allegations contained in the Notice of Hearing. These facts will not be reiterated here.
Rather, they may be referred to in the said Registrar's decision. Certain of the facts will be
highlighted below to the extent that they were of particular relevance to the formal hearing in this
Appeal.
During the period investigated, Mr. Nguyen was a registered sub-mortgage broker pursuant to
the Act and Express Mortgages was registered as a mortgage broker in British Columbia
pursuant to the Act. Mr. Nguyen was employed by Express Mortgages at all material times and
in particular between August 1,2001 and March 11,2003.

Mr. Nguyen is a graduate of the University of British Columbia receiving a science degree in
chemical science in 1988 and had experience working as a chemist for three years. He worked
as a licensed realtor from 1991 throueh 1998. In 1998. Mr. Neuven worked for Canada Trust in
its mortgage sales department and as la mortgage developmentifficer until July 2001. In August
2001 Mr. Nguyen commenced the operation of Express Mortgages.
In May 2001, Mr. Nguyen set up a company known as Pacific Rainbow Investments Ltd.
("Pacific Rainbow") to lend money through second mortgages.
The business of Express Mortgages was very successful earning gross revenues of approximately
$2 million dollars during the 18 months of operation prior to it's suspension as a mortgage
brokerage in March 2003. This suspension led to an initial appeal before a panel of the
Commercial Appeals commission, which Commission on May 9, 2003 ordered a stay of the
suspension of the mortgage brokerage licenses of Mr. Nguyen and Express Mortgages with
conditions attached to the said Order. One of the conditions required all mortgage applications
submitted by Mr. Nguyen to include a copy of the Order of the Commission. As this proved to
be a practical difficulty for Mr. Nguyen the result was that his mortgage brokerage business was
effectively non-existent from approximately March 11,2003 onward.
During the period that is the subject matter of the Notice of Hearing Mr. Nguyen brokered 929
mortgage applications. In January 2003 Bank of Montreal representatives approached the
Financial Institutions Commission ("Ficom") advising that the said Bank was investigating 80
mortgage applications submitted by Mr. Nguyen and Express Mortgages due to suspicions that
they contained fraudulent employment or financial information. The mortgages all appeared to

have similar problems, namely that the Bank was unable to determine the sources of down
payments or to verify employment letters and income information supplied with the mortgage
applications. Bank of Montreal subsequently demanded repayment on 62 of these mortgages and
was paid out with respect to all of the said mortgages following demand.
Ficom investigators met with representatives of HSBC Bank Canada in February 2003. That
Bank had identified 96 mortgages brokered by Mr. Nguyen which the Bank suspected contained
problems similar to those identified by Bank of Montreal. Following an internal investigation by
that Bank, demands for repayment were made on all 96 of the mortgages and the Bank was
subsequently paid out on all of the said mortgages following demand. In March 2003, Ficom
investigators executed search warrants at the offices and residence of Mr. Nguyen and Express
Mortgages. Over 900 files were seized at the registered ofice of both Mr. Nguyen and Express
Mortgages and four computers were seized as well.
An RCMP investigator from the Vancouver RCMP Integrated Technological Crime Unit assisted

in the execution of the search warrants and later analyzed the hard drives from the seized
computers. As will be discussed below when reviewing the decision of the Registrar,
employment verification and income verification letters were found on all four computers and
details of the search results were documented in a form of a P r e l i Forensic Analysis
Report. Five common employers were identified amongst the letters that were discovered by the
Ficom investigators. Three of these employers appeared in 19 mortgage files that were the main
subject matter of the hearing before the Registrar. In all cases involving these three common
employers, the investigations canied out by Ficom investigators established that the various
letters used in the mortgage applications with financial institutions were not prepared by the
employers and had not been signed by the employers. In all cases, the individuals in question
were either not employed by the employer or the salary was overstated in those cases where the
employees were employed.

Mr. Nguyen's wife, Lisa Tran, testified that she had typed most of the letters that appeared on the
RCMP Forensic Report and Mr. Nguyen testified that he had no knowledge of these letters or
that Ms. Tran had prepared any of the same despite the fact that evidence established that a
number of these letters were found on Mr. Nguyen own computer. In addition, Ms. Tran gave
evidence that the letters were prepared as templates for use by the actual employers and that she
had not prepared or printed any letter on any employer's letterhead. The RCMP investigator
established and the evidence accepted by the Registrar concludes that Ms. Tran's evidence was
false. In fact, letterhead including graphics for some of the employment letters was created on
Mr. Nguyen's computer and certain of the letters were printed from the computer facilities under
Mr. Nguyen's and Ms. Tran's control. Letters entered in evidence included two letters that did
not relate to either of the common employers focused upon with respect to the 19 files reviewed
in detail at the Registrar's hearing.
THE REGISTRAR'S DECISION
The Registrar made his decision regarding fault on August 30, 2004. He rendered his decision
regarding penalty on December 13,2004.

The Registrar's decision regarding fault is not the subject matter of this Appeal excepting only to
the extent that the Registrar found Mr. Nguyen had "knowingly" submitted false documents
including employment letters, income verification letters and bank passbooks to financial
institutions to facilitate the approval of mortgage applications by client borrowers. All other
findiings of fault by the Registrar have been admitted by the Appellant's in this Appeal.
The findings of the Registrar are set out in detail in the Registrar's August 30,2004 decision. I
have been asked to review certain of these fmdings insofar as they relate to the one disputed
factual element, namely Mr. Nguyen's actual knowledge that false documents were submitted to
financial institutions in mortgage files administered by MI. Nguyen and Express Mortgages in
their capacities as registered mortgage sub-broker and mortgage brokerage respectively.

In his Reasons for Decision, the Registrar describes in considerable detail the basis upon which
he determined that Mr. Nguyen and Express Mortgages were in default with respect to each and
every allegation alleged against them.
The Reasons for Decision of the Registrar point out that MI. Nguyen and Express Mortgages
admitted that they had submitted a number of false documents to financial institutions in
question, but argued that they did so without the knowledge that the information contained
therein was false. The Registrar examined the 19 mortgage files which were the subject matter
of detailed examination at the Registrar's hearing. Appendix 2 to his decision outlines his
analysis of his findiings. Prior to setting out his decision, the Registrar stated that any conclusion
that he reached "must be based on clear and convincing evidence". The Registrar then went on
in his decision to reach his decisions with respect to the knowledge of Mr. Nguyen and Express
Mortgages "after imposing this standard". It should be noted that the Registrar referred to the
test as being that of "clear and convincing evidence" whereas certain cases have referred to the
test as being "clear and cogent evidence". For the purposes of this Appeal, these terms are used
interchangeably.
With respect to the 19 mortgage applications that were reviewed in detail by the investigators
and at the hearing before the Registrar, the Appellant does not contest the finding of the
Registrar that based upon clear and convincing evidence, false documentation was submitted to
the subject financial institutions in order to process and complete the mortgage loans in question.
On the question of MI. Nguyen's actual knowledge that false documentation was being
assembled and provided to the financial institutions, the Registrar reviewed the evidence that was
presented before him.

In the Appeal, it is the duty of the FST to consider whether or not the Registrar, after hearing the
witnesses, after reviewing the evidence and after applying the evidentiary standard governing his
review, reasonably could have reached the determination and decision that he rendered. I have
reviewed the submissions of legal counsel for both the Appellant's and the Respondent as well as
the analysis of the Registrar with respect to the evidence presented at the Registrar's hearing.
The Registrar focused his analysis upon: (i) the false documentation respecting employment
letters and income verification, (ii) the testimony of Mr. Nguyen and his wife Ms. Tran, (iii) the
evidence of Constable Baker respecting the discovery of a number of the false letters of
employment on the hard drives of the computers located in the offices of Express Mortgages and

Mr. Nguyen's residence, (ix) the evidence of Ms. Tran that she typed the body of the letters but
had not prepared letterhead or printed copies of the same, (v) Constable Baker's evidence in
contradiction to that of Ms. Tran and Mr. Nguyen establishing to the Registrar's satisfaction that
the testimony of Ms. Tran and Mr. Nguyen was not credible, (vi) Constable Baker's evidence
when recalled to the hearing that four of the employment letters located on the hard drives of the
computers located in a bedroom in the Nguyen residence contained letterhead including graphics
of a company who would be providing the letters, (vii) Constable Baker's evidence that he found
the same letters in the print spool on the computer establishing that the documents had been
printed, (viii) Constable Baker's evidence that in at least one case an employment letter did not
relate to one of the 19 files reviewed in detail at the Registrar's hearing, as well as (i) other
matters of fact considered relevant by the Registrar.
The Registrar considered evidence in relation to the many mortgages that were not a part of the
19 mortgage applications reviewed in detail at the hearing before the Registrar. He considered:
(i) Constable Baker's Forensic Report using the keyword string of 90whom it may concern"
and Constable Baker's fmding of 61 hits recovered from the four computers and one floppy disk
located at the Nguyen residence, (ii) the distribution of the hits amongst the computers, (iii) Mr.
Nguyen's testimony that he used one of the three computers that contained a number of the hits
in question, (ix) Constable Baker's evidence that variations of the false employment letters are
located on all four of the computers contrary to the testimony of Mr. Nguyen that he was
unaware of the existence of these letters until he read the Forensic Report of Constable Baker,
(v) the Registrar's assessment of the credibility of Constable Baker when he stated "I placed
great weight in the evidence of Cst. Baker", (vi) the evidence that one letter involving a Canada
Trust representative who apparently signed the same was not in fact prepared by the
representative in question nor did she sign the letter, (vii) the fact that Mr. Nguyen admitted
knowing the representative while Ms. Tran did not, (viii) the Registrar's assessment that the
testimony of Ms. Tran and Mr. Nguyen with respect to this matter was not credible insofar as
Mr. Nguyen testified that it was merely a coincidence that the client trust company had prepared
a false account verification letter and that the representative that Mr. Nguyen happened to know
had used her name and signature on the letter, (ix) the Registrar's finding that this letter was
prepared by someone at Express Mortgages, (x) the manipulation of employment letters to meet
the financial requirement required of the proposed lenders including specific changes to certain
of the employment and income verification letters, (xi) the finding that Mr. Nguyen was aware of
the fact that a bank was demanding repayment of a mortgage loan based upon misrepresentations
in the initial mortgage loan application however he failed to advise the subsequent trust company
of the same and submitted the same employment and income information to the trust company
knowing that it was false, (xii)the submission of information contained in a gift letter to a b d
while knowing that the information was false, (xiii) the knowledge that information contained in
a false bank book was being submitted to a bank, (xiv) the submissions of mortgage applications
to HSBC and Bank of Montreal based upon 75 or 65% loans to value when in fact Nguyen and
Express Mortgages knew that second mortgages were in place on the property, (xv) the
submission of false information close to the actual funding date of the mortgage knowing that it
would not be closely scrutinized at that late date, (xvi) changes with respect to employment,
employment income and assets from the credit application stage to what was ultimately
forwarded to financial institutions, (xvii) the evidence of one of the mortgagors herself that she
had not seen the employment letter submitted in her application and that she made $24,000.00

per year not $45,000.00 per year as purported in the letter submitted to the Bank of Montreal all
in circumstances where she had informed Mr. Nguyen that she made $24,000.00 per year, (xviii)
the same mortgagor's evidence that she had never seen the residential tenancy agreement
between her and a purported tenant submitted by Mr. Nguyen and that she did not know the
person named as the purported tenant, (xix) the fact that 158 mortgages of Bank of Montreal and
HSBC that were managed by Express Mortgages were subject to repayment demands because of
irregularities in the information submitted and the evidence that were unable to verify
employment and sources of down payments together with other similar information, (xx) the fact
that this was almost 20% of the mortgage business conducted by Express Mortgages, and (xxi)
other findings of fact considered relevant by the Registrar.
The Registrar stated:

"In my opinion the sheer numbers make it impossible to believe Express and Nguyen were
unwitting participants in the forwarding of false information to financial institutions. Nguyen
would have me believe his clients and realtors were to blame. Given the sheer number of suspect
mortgages, I can form no other conclusion except that Express and Nguyen had to know
information beiig sent the bank of Montreal and HSBC was false"
The Registrar concluded with the following words:
"As a result, I conclude ExpressNguyen (or someone under their direction) created a
number of false employment letters and forwarded them to financial institutions as proof of
income."

THE FST TEST FOR REVIEW
Legal counsel for the Appellant's submitted that in this Appeal the FST's test for the review of
the Registrar's decision must hinge on whether or not there were reasonable grounds for the
Registrar to reach his decision based upon clear and cogent evidenced presented before the
Registrar. I accept counsel's submissions in this regard. I also accept the submissions of legal
counsel for both the Appellant's and the Respondent that the FST should not in this Appeal
reconsider the evidence in the form of a "re-hearing"; rather, as was submitted by counsel for the
Respondent Ministry of Attorney General, deference must be given to the findings of fact and the
assessments of credibility made by the Registrar who actually experienced the hearing
procedure, heard the witnesses, saw the documentary evidence and, combined with his
experience and knowledge given his position as the Registrar of Mortgage Brokers, was in the
best position to make the findings of fact found in his decision. This is the standard
contemplated, in my view, by SS.9(1), 242.2 and 242.3 of the Act and in the case law and
scholarly works referred to by counsel, in particular Dr. Q v. College of Physicians and Surgeons
of British Columbia [2003] 1 S.C.R. 226,2003 SCC19 and Re Galaxy Sports Inc. (2004) BCCA
284.

THE FST RULING ON NEW EVIDENCE PRESENTED ON APPEAL

Prior to the oral hearing of this Appeal, legal counsel for the Appellant's included in its written
submissions three items that were not referred to in my memorandum establishing the Record.
Following the objection of legal counsel for the Respondent Ministry of the Attorney General, I
made an interim ruling that the three items would not be summarily rejected; rather, their
admissibility as well as the weight to be afforded to those items that were eventually admitted
would be determined following the oral hearing of this Appeal.
The first two items, being the May 9,2003 Order of the Commercial Appeals Commission as
well as the September 25, 2004 newspaper article appearing in The Vancouver Sun newspaper
are, in my view, acceptable items of evidence to be considered in the Appeal. Both are items of
public record, available for the Registrar to review and consider prior to his decision on penalty,
or for other interested persons to review and consider. The Order of the Commercial Appeals
Commission provides the background information that legal counsel for the Appellants required
at least in part in order to illustrate why Mr. Nguyen lost his mortgage brokerage business, and it
is relevant to the nature and the extent of the penalty imposed upon Mr. Nguyen and the appeal
therehm. The Vancouver Sun article also has relevance to the issues surrounding the nature
and the extent of the penalty imposed upon Mr. Nguyen by the Registrar.
The third item, being the Financial Institutions Commission letter dated January 15,2004, is not,
in my view, admissible as new evidence at the Appeal. Legal counsel for both the Appellant's
and the Respondent Ministry of the Attorney General agreed that it was written prior to the
hearing before the Registrar in the context of an attempt to resolve all outstanding matters by
way of an agreed statement of facts and a without prejudice settlement. The letter itself states
that the proposal contained therein is "without prejudice". The admission of the letter would be
contrary to the legal principles protecting the disclosure of communications that are made on a
without prejudice basis with a view to settlement and it would have a very serious negative effect
upon the administration of the Financial Institutions Commission as well as other regulatory
bodies if a precedent were to be set in this Appeal by the admission of the same. F i l y , the
admission of this letter would be contrary to the British Columbia Court of Appeal's ruling in
Middlekamp v. Fraser Valley Real Estate Board (1992)71 B.C.L.R.(2d) 276 and does not fit
within any of the exceptions set out in that decision.
THE FST DECISION ON KNOWLEDGE

Having applied the test for review set out above, I am satisfied that the Registrar, based upon the
evidence and matters presented before him, could reasonably reach his decision regarding the
actual knowledge of Mr. Nguyen and Express Mortgages with respect to the submission of false
documentation to financial institutions to facilitate the completion of mortgage transactions in
relation to the 19 mortgage files that were the major focus of the hearing before the Registrar,
and that this actual knowledge extended to other mortgage files as well. The fact that Mr.
Nguyen was the only individual registered mortgage broker responsible for the mortgage
brokerage activities of Express Mortgages and it's staff, and the fact that Mr. Nguyen was the
directing mind and control of Express Mortgages throughout the approximately 19 months in

question means, in my view, that he is responsible for the acts of his company, his staff and any
other persons who submit documents pursuant to the mortgage applications under the control of
Express Mortgages. As stated above, I believe that the Registrar could reasonably reach the
decision that Mr. Nguyen had actual knowledge of the submission of false documentation in this
matter together with the deemed responsibility for the submission of documentation by his
company and those under his supervision and control. All of these determinations by the
Registrar wuld reasonably have been made based upon the clear and convincing evidence
presented and are not, in my view, subject to a contrary finding on my part given all of the
circumstances.
THE FST DECISION ON THE PENALTY ASSESSED
The Appellant's are of the view that the penalty assessed by the Registrar in his Decision on
Penalty dated December 13, 2004 is excessive given the circumstances and is based in part on
upon improper considerations.
The Registrar dealt with a situation where all seven of the allegations set forth in the Notice of
Hearing were admitted with the exception only of the allegation that Mr. Nguyen knowingly
submitted false documentation. The Registrar determined that Mr. Nguyen had knowingly
submitted false documentation in the manner described in his decisions and as part of this
Appeal I have determined that this finding should not be overturned. Thus,this case involves a
situation where the evidence, including the admissions of fault, establish fault in relation to all
seven allegations brought against Mr. Nguyen and Express Mortgages.
It is common ground that section 8(1) of the Act allows the Registrar to make the penalty rulings
that are found in his Decision on Penalty. In addition, section tt(1.1) of the Act allows the
Registrar to make his decision with respect to the administrative penalty determined to be
appropriate in this matter. Finally, section 6(9) of the Act allows the Registrar to assess wsts
against the Appellant.
The Registrar considered written and oral submissions in assessing the penalty to be rendered.
The submissions are reviewed in his Decision on Penalty and will not be revisited here.
Similarly, legal counsel for Mr. Nguyen and Express Mortgages made written and oral
submissions on penalty, the main submissions again being summarized in the Registrar's
Decision on Penalty.
During the hearing of this Appeal, those submissions were reiterated by legal counsel for both
the Appellants and the Respondent and additional submissions were made with respect to case
law authority in cases of administrative penalties including those involving the real estate and
mortgage sectors, and submissions regarding certain of the findings of the Registrar in relation to
the cases and the facts presented before him.
The Registrar found that some of the breaches of the Act were minor in nature. The Registrar
found that a considerable number were very serious. He concluded on this point by stating:

"Viewed in total, the only conclusion one can come to is that Express and Nguyen showed
complete contempt for the regulatory framework put in place to protect the public and increase
public confidence in the financial services sector. Not only did Nguyen conduct his business
with complete disregard of the Act, his testimony left the impression he also committed
numerous breaches of other statutes. Clearly, Express and Nguyen conducted their business as if
the rules did not apply to them. My review of the Authenrieth and Wove matters does not
indicate the hearing tribunals were dealing with such total contempt for the regulatory rules. In
fact, Nguyen testified he never brokered a mortgage were Express and Nguyen were in
compliance with the Act. This is conduct which can not be tolerated in the financial
marketplace."
Special attention by legal counsel for the Appellant was placed upon the Registrar's statement
that:

"I also take note that Nguyen is his testimony refused to take a q ~ ,responsibility for his
actions. Instead, he chose to blame others, including his own wife, for his breaches of the Act."

In conclusion, the Registrar determined that in order to protect the public from Mr. Nguyen, to
ensure that Mr. Nguyen understood the seriousness of his actions, and to serve as a deterrent to
anyone who wished to imitate the type of behaviow that the Registrar reviewed, the penalties
were assessed as follows:
Nguyen was not eligible to be registered as a mortgage broker or submortgage broker for a
period of 10 years from the date of the Registrar's decision (being December 13,2004);
Before being registered, Mr. Nguyen must first complete the education requirements in
effect at the time of his application;
Before being registered, Mr. Nguyen must also provide proof he has successfully taken a
course were an examination is offered on ethics; and
An administrative penalty of $50,000.00 was imposed on Mr. Nguyen being the managing
and directing mind of Express Mortgages.
The Registrar assessed costs against Mr. Nguyen personally at Scale 3 under the Supreme Court
Rules in British Columbia.
Dealing firstly with the submissions of legal counsel on behalf of the Appellant's regarding Mr.
Nguyen's apparent lack of remorse and the effect that it had upon the Registrar's penalty
decision, it is my view that the submissions of the Appellant's legal counsel that the apparent
lack of remorse shown by Mr. Nguyen should not be a material factor in assessing penalty are
materially correct in this instance. An accused person is entitled to know the case against him.
Equally, an accused person is entitled to meet that case directly and clea* even if his or her
opposition appears aggressive and without remorse at times when the evidence appears to be
going against the accused. In reviewing the Registrar's Decision on Penalty, I have not
considered M e r Mr. Nguyen's apparent lack of remorse before the Registrar other than the
Registrar's finding that Mr. Nguyen not only failed to take any responsibility for his actions but
he also chose to blame others, including his own wife, for many of the breaches of the Act as

well as all of the transmittals of false materials to financial institutions. This finding is relevant
to the determination of the penalty to be assessed.

Mr. Nguyen's testimony before the Registrar in total weighed heavily against Mr. Nguyen's
credibility as a witness before the Registrar. Although the function of the FST in this Appeal is
not to rehear the matter in its totality, a limited review of the evidence is mandated by the
determination of what constitutes the Record in appeal's before the FST. In this Appeal, that
limited review indicates the reasonableness of the Registrar's findings of lack of credibility when
it comes to Mr. Nguyen's evidence concerning his actual knowledge of the activities on
mortgage files under his management and control and the submission of false documentation to
financial institutions on mortgage application files.
As I have stated earlier in these reasons, I have found that the Registrar could reasonable
determine that Mr. Nguyen had actual knowledge that false documentation were submitted to
financial institutions on many files in addition to the 19 mortgage application files which were
the main subject matter of the hearing before the Registrar. Having considered the submissions
of. legal counsel for the Appellant's and legal counsel for the Respondent Ministry of the
Attorney General, and having reviewed in detail the case authority provided to me in their
respective written and oral submissions as well as in their Books of Authorities, and having
considered the review role of the FST in appeal's of this nature, I am satisfied: (i) that the
Registrar acted reasonably in determining that a 10 year suspension of Mr. Nguyen's registration
as a mortgage broker or a submortgage broker was appropriate given all of the circumstances
surrounding the allegations set forth in the Notice of Hearing, and (ii) that the Registrar applied
the correct standard as required by I R K . v. College of Physicians and Surgeons of British
Columbia [I9981 BCJ No.577. Further, I am of the view that a 10 year suspension is not
excessive given the circumstances of this case even in the event that the 19 cases that were the
major subject matter of the review before the Registrar were the only cases involving the
submission of false documentation. Those 19 cases together with those six other breaches of the
Act, all intended to protect the public from unscrupulous activities of dishonest licensed
mortgage brokers and subbrokers, justify the significant suspension-imposed as well as the
maximum administrative penalty of $50,000.00 which was imposed by the Registrar in this case.
The fmdings of fact taken as a whole, including those respecting the disregard that Mr. Nguyen
had regarding the regulatory scheme surroundiig registered mortgage brokers that are intended
to protect the public as well as his operations, designed to deceive financial institutions and in
some cases his mortgage clients themselves, all in an effort to generate mortgage broker's fees
for himself and his company, resulted in Mr. Nguyen and Express Mortgages earning
approximately $2 million dollars in less than two years. It is hue that all the mortgages that were
demanded by Bank of Montreal and HSBC were paid in their entirety thus resulting in limited
financial losses or expenses to those financial institutions. However, his actions caused 158
mortgages to be demanded thus two financial institutions and at least 158 mortgagors were put
into a position of legal jeopardy which involved refinancing and the payment of additional costs
and expenses. All of this took place in an environment where the sole cause was the improper
and deceitll actions of Mr. Nguyen and those persons under his control. The financial benefits
to Mr. Nguyen and Express Mortgages have been significant. In this case, the maximum
administrative penalty combined with a significant suspension, in my view, are more than

justified and I believe that the Decision on Penalty of the Registrar should not be disturbed with
respect to the same.
Turning now to the conditions imposed by the Registrar, I am of the view that the requirement
that Mr. Nguyen before being registered again under the Act must first complete the education
requirements in effect at the time of his application is reasonable in the circumstances and is
reasonable given the length of the suspension ordered. Similarly, the requirement that Mr.
Nguyen must also provide proof that he has successfully taken a course where an examination is
offered on ethics is also justified and reasonable in the circumstances.

I would add a third condition, that being that for a period of 18 months following Mr. Nguyen's
registration, all mortgage applications submitted to any financial institution must be reviewed by
another licensed mortgage broker, that evidence that this review has been completed must be
indicated in the form of a review acknowledgement signed and dated by the other licensed
mortgage broker on the internal mortgage application files of Mr. Nguyen and that the said
review acknowledgements must be submitted to the Registrar's office every three months in a
written report provided by Mr. Nguyen and the other registered mortgage broker jointly. In this
matter, it is my belief that the three conditions imposed upon Mr. Nguyen stand the greatest
chance of enabling him to cany on a mortgage brokerage business in compliance with the Act,
the directives governing mortgage brokers and the ethical standards expected of registered
mortgage brokers for the purposes of greater protecting the public.
Finally, the assessment of costs against Mr. Nguyen personally at Scale 3 based upon the
Supreme Court Rules of British Columbia shall apply as directed by the Registnu. As this
Appeal is pursuant to the Guidelines affecting the Financial Services Tribunal, no additional
assessment of costs shall be made with respect to the same.
Respectfully submitted,

Member Financial Services Tribunal
July 20,2005

